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End of term 3

This week
This week in English we reflected on all of the things we have achieved and enjoyed
this year. We discussed all of the major events in the school calendar and what we
enjoyed the most. We identified areas of learning that were our strengths and areas
that we can improve on in the next academic year. Having reflected on and
discussed as a class, we drafted a written piece on our first year at Amity
International School. We also completed some dictionary skills and punctuation work.
This week in Maths for some children we continued with the concept of time
(Measures) on Quarter to and Quarter Past and times to the nearest 5 minutes. All
of the children completed some interactive time challenges that they really enjoyed.
We recapped on Area and Perimeter and learned how to find the area of an irregular
shape. We also looked at different types of graphs to interpret data.
This week in Science we looked at ‘Conductors’ and ‘Insulators’. We identified
materials and objects that are effective conductors and insulators and the
usefulness of both. We talked about how conductors allow electricity to pass
through them and also how some types of water have properties that allow
electricity to pass through. We also discussed the important role of insulators
for our protection and safety.

Specialists
Music
We went to the auditorium this week to practice and record our Olympic song,
so that we can send it to be mixed into the final edit in the USA! It is sung in
a 3 part harmony and that’s the first time we have done that, so it was
challenging to concentrate on our own parts, but it sounded great so was
worth the effort!
Arabic Non-Native
This week we learnt the difference between the pronouns (your, my, her and our). We used
the command verb for masculine and feminine. We also revised the past & present verb, and
used past tense for masculine & feminine. Next week we will learn answers to questions by
using words in brackets. We will also discuss how to list in a table and the correct ways to say
(verbs & nouns) with pronouns such as (I you, he, she, they talking about two). After that we
will discuss pictures in the books and answer questions related to them. We will learn to write
short paragraphs. () تعبير مصور.

Islamic Native – revision exercises
Islamic Non-Native
This week we learned to recite Surat –ul- Israa (Ayah 1-10). Next week we will learn
the meaning of Ayat Surat –ul – Israa.

PE
This week in Grade 3 the children have continued to learn more gymnastics skills
and develop their floor exercises and vaulting skills. They have learnt how to
perform a basic hand stand and jump over the vault using the spring board. Well
done Grade 3!

‘Star of the Week’
Star of the week this week is for a girl who has been a fantastic representative
of Grade 3 this term and sets a high standard and example to others. She
has works consistently throughout Term 3 and has gone from strength to
strength. This girl also quietly and helpfully supports others in their learning.
Well done Hannah Mai for being such a good student!
The week ahead
Next week is the last week in Grade 3 for this group of students. We will take
time to reflect on all that we have learned this term.
We will be Year 4 in training!
Reminders
Please ensure your child returns their reading Book, Reading Diary
and Reading Folder as they are being taken in by the school.
Thank you.

Have a lovely weekend.
Miss Jenna
jenna.m@amityabudhabi.ae

